Female biased sex ratios reduce competition between brothers when mating takes place within local patches. Male dispersal prior to mating is another strategy that reduces competition between brothers. One may thus expect these two traits to co-evolve and this is partially met in that sex ratios becomes less female biased as dispersal increases. However, the evolutionary stable degree of dispersal is unaffected by the sex ratio. The analytical models developed to reach these conclusions ignored variance in sex ratios since this increases the structural complexity of models. For similar reasons finite clutch sizes are also routinely ignored. To overcome these shortfalls, we developed individual based simulations that allowed us to 2 incorporate realistic clutch sizes and binomial variance in sex ratios between patches. We show that under variable sex ratios, males evolve to more readily disperse away from patches with higher sex ratios than lower sex ratios. We show that, while the dispersal rate is insensitive to the sex ratio when sex ratios are precise, it is affected by the number of males with dispersal decreasing as the number of males decreases.
Introduction
Many arthropods exploit ephemeral resources for oviposition. Females are thus forced to disperse to new patches to oviposit. In contrast, the males of many such species will often remain within their natal patch and mate with any eclosing females (parasitoid wasps: Hamilton, 1967; King, 1987; Godfray, 1994; Hardy, 1994; Hardy and Cook, 1995; Godfray and Cook, 1997; Hardy et al., 1999; parasitoid flies: Godfray, 1994 ; pollinating fig wasps: Hamilton, 1979; Herre et al., 1997; Ahmed et al., 2009 ; bark and ambrosia beetles and some species of aphids and mites: Wrensch and Ebbert, 1993) . When females lay many eggs per patch, there is potential for competition between brothers for mating opportunities called Local Mate Competition (Hamilton, 1967) . Hamilton (1967) argued that mothers can reduce LMC between sons by biasing the sex ratios (defined here as the proportion of sons) towards daughters. In fact, when a single female oviposits in a patch, she should produce just enough sons to fertilize all her daughters and a number of organisms frequently produce female biased sex ratios with surprising accuracy (West and Sheldon, 2002; Greeff and Newman, 2011 ; but see Orzack, 2002) .
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However, sex ratios frequently vary between clutches (Hardy, 1992; Hardy and Cook, 1995; Hardy et al., 1998; Nagelkerke, 1996; Krackow et al., 2002; Greeff and Newman, 2011) and this will result in clutches containing either too many or too few sons. Furthermore, mothers frequently produce small clutches and then need to overproduce males to guard against the fitness costs of unmated females (Nagelkerke and Hardy, 1994; Nagelkerke, 1996; Hardy et al., 1998; Kjellberg et al., 2005) . One possible resolution to this excess of males could be that the surplus males disperse to other patches to avoid competition with their brothers (Van Valen, 1971; Hamilton and May, 1977 ; for reviews see Clobert et al., 2001; Ronce, 2007) . Male dispersal has indeed been observed in species with local mate competition (Wrensch and Ebbert, 1993; Greeff et al., 2003; Peer and Taborsky, 2005; Nelson and Greeff, 2009 ). Here we ask if males will evolve to be more likely to disperse away from patches with higher sex ratios?
Many analytical models have been developed to understand the factors that affect the evolution of dispersal, but in most of these the life history differs in crucial aspects from that explained above. Specifically, females disperse before mating and also have an opportunity not to disperse at all. The latter point is not crucial as the current scenario is just a special case where female dispersal is constrained to be 100%. The former point is more serious and the only model that we are aware of that explicitly addressed this life history difference found that it results in higher male dispersal when inbreeding depression occurs (Wild and Taylor, 2004) . A relevant finding of Wild and Taylor (2004) is that while sex ratios evolve in response to dispersal, dispersal is not affected by the sex ratio. This may lead one to conclude that males will not evolve to disperse more from patches with higher sex ratios. However, Wild and Taylor's (2004) finding is, in part, an artefact of a simplifying assumption that most analytical sex ratio models make, namely, that sex ratios are precise (Motro, 1982; Frank, 1986; Taylor, 1988; Taylor, 1994; Gandon and Michalakis, 2001; Leturque and Rousett, 2003; Ronce, 2007;  but see Green et al., 1982; Griffiths and Godfray, 1988; Nagelkerke, 1996) . Hence, a male finding himself in a patch with a high sex ratio will encounter the exact same sex ratio in all 4 other patches because sex ratios are invariable. Another shortfall of analytical models is that in order to use calculus to obtain evolutionary stable strategies, sex ratio needs to be a continuous trait. This limitation forces the implicit assumption that clutches are very (infinitely) large, which is at odds with the biology of many relevant species. It is also implicitly assumed in most analytical models that all females are mated. But, when clutch sizes are small and males disperse with a high probability, many females will remain unmated -a fitness cost of dispersal that cannot simply be ignored. Finally, most of the developed models aim to understand sex biased dispersal. Here we have a more focused question as we already know that females must disperse and that they do so after mating. We want to know if sex ratio variance will lead to sex ratio dependant dispersal in males.
Genes for dispersal can be expressed in the mother, for instance when she determines whether her son has a dispersing or fighting morphology (Pienaar and Greeff, 2003) , or in the sons themselves (Schuster and Wade, 1991) . When genes for dispersal are expressed in the mother, dispersal rates are higher than when the genes are expressed in the offspring themselves, indicating parent-offspring conflict (Hamilton and May, 1977; Motro, 1983; Taylor, 1988; Ronce et al., 1998; Gandon, 1999) . This difference makes intuitive sense as parents gain more if just enough sons remain in the native patch to mate the daughters, while the remainder disperse (thereby reducing local mate competition and maximising the chance of finding additional mating opportunities). On the other hand, sons that disperse may find no mating opportunities elsewhere, but would have been assured some at home. Mother's knowledge will be restrained by a lack of information of other females' exact strategies, of future developmental mortality etc.. Therefore we believe that expression in mothers is rare and here we will only consider expression in sons themselves.
Inbreeding depression is an important factor that leads to increased rates of dispersal (Bengtsson, 1978; May, 1979; Motro, 1991; Perrin and Mazalov, 2000; Clobert et al., 2001; Perrin and Goudet, 2001 ). However, the types of organisms we are interested in routinely sibmate and are fairly resistant to inbreeding depression (but see Antolin, 1999; Henter, 2003 Greeff et al., 2009 ), and we do not consider inbreeding depression here.
When there is no cost to dispersal, models normally find that all males should disperse (Frank, 1986; Gandon, 1999) . A zero cost to dispersal is unrealistic and will not allow any sex ratio differences to evolve, if all males disperse regardless. We therefore worked with a nominal cost of 0.2 to illustrate that sex ratio dependant dispersal can evolve. A cost of 0.2 means that a male reaches another patch without dying with a probability of 0.2. We also explore how dispersal varies with the cost of dispersal.
To address the shortcomings of analytical models we developed individual based simulations where sex ratios vary, clutches are of finite size and dispersal was allowed to evolve contingent on the sex ratio of the patch. Many mathematically inclined researchers are suspicious of simulation modelling as they may seem like a black box, and in the words of one reviewer give "theoretical raw data rather than theoretical insight". However, by systematically varying parameters and performing in silico experiments it is possible to obtain theoretical insight and to understand how factors interact to give the observed variation. Reciprocally, one must guard against thinking that an analytical solution equals theoretical insight; it reveals preciously little of the interactions of parameters that gave the solution.
Another common misconception with regards simulation models is that kin selection needs to be explicitly introduced. This is a fallacy; Grafen (1984) has already pointed out that the inclusive fitness approach is simply an alternative way of accounting fitness. Kin-advantage must emerge spontaneously in any individual based simulation (Poethke et al., 2007; Gros et al., 2008) . Kin selection indeed plays a role in male dispersal with higher dispersal when the relatedness between competing males is high (Frank, 1986) . As the number of mothers that contribute to a patch decreases, relatedness increases and male dispersal increases. So much so, that when there is only one mother ovipositing eggs in a patch, then typically more than 50% of males will disperse, even under severe costs to dispersal (Wild and Taylor, 2004) .
Model description

State variables and scales
The model comprised three structural levels: individual, patch and population. Each individual is haploid and characterised by the following state variables: identity number, sex, mating status (mated or unmated), patch number (identity of the patch where the individual reside), dispersal genes (an array of genes each responding to a different range of sex ratios) and male sperm (genes obtained by the females after mating). It is important to note that each dispersal gene has a value from 0 to 1 indicating the probability of dispersal. However, each dispersal gene responds to a different range of sex ratios, and therefore only one gene at a time determines if an individual disperses from a patch. For example: if the first gene of a male individual has a value of 0.1 and responds to a sex ratio from 0 to 0.33 the male will have a 10% chance of dispersing. If the sex ratio is not within this range another gene, with its own probability of dispersal, will affect the individual's dispersal. This enables us to obtain evolutionary stable dispersal rates for a number of different sex ratios. In addition, the dispersal genes determine only male dispersal (all the females disperse after mating, irrespective of their dispersal genes). We assume that one male is able to properly fertilize all the females hatching in a patch, while females can mate only once, and the mating status variable is therefore only utilised by female individuals.
Each patch has the following variables: patch identity number, number of foundresses, foundress identity numbers, patch size (number of individuals within patch), number of males, offspring identity numbers, expected sex ratio, observed sex ratio and patch viability. Sex ratio is defined as: (males)/(males + females). Only offspring (i.e. the current generation) are considered as members of the patch, and used in the determination of the observed sex ratio or patch viability. The expected sex ratio is set before the start of each simulation. The observed 7 sex ratio is determined after the offspring are formed but before male dispersal takes place ( Figure 1 ). Two modes of sex ratio production were simulated: In experiment 1, the sex of each offspring was assigned with a certain probability (i.e. the expected sex ratio). The sex ratios produced at each patch were binomially distributed around the expected sex ratio. Consequently, the observed sex ratio for each patch was calculated as the proportion of males in that patch. In experiment 2, all the foundress females produced the expected sex ratio and the observed and expected sex ratio were therefore the same. A patch is considered as viable when at least one male and one female are present and is evaluated after offspring formation, male migration and each mating event.
The population is composed of an array of individuals and an array of patches. The 
Simulation process and scheduling (population life history)
The model process sequence is depicted in Fig. 1 . The simulation proceeds in discreet generational time steps (i.e. no overlapping generations). In each generation step the events are processed as follows: Females are selected at random in the population to mate. Each female mates once with a male from her local patch (chosen at random from within that patch). After mating, the females disperse to colonize new patches where offspring are produced. All females produce exactly the same clutch size. The offspring sex ratio of each patch is determined. Male offspring have a single opportunity to disperse from their natal patch in response to their natal 8 patch's sex ratio. Males that disperse are assigned a new patch at random. Finally, the offspring in the new patches replace the old population and their patches and the whole process starts anew. The process is repeated a number of generations (see Table 1 ). Mutation is a sub-step that precedes mating (see below).
Design Concepts
Evolutionary stable male dispersal strategies emerge from the population dynamics and their stochastic nature since there is no direct fitness assessment of an individual (i.e. there is no fitness value assigned to the individuals, rather, their fitness becomes apparent through the amount of offspring they have). At each gene, an allele defines the probability that a male disperses. There are 101 possible alleles, each of which is a value from 0 to 1 at regular intervals. As mentioned, each dispersal gene only responds to a specific sex ratio range (see response intervals below). All genes are unlinked and new alleles arise in the population through mutation only. Therefore, each simulation needs to run for a number of generations to ensure that the mutational space is adequately searched and equilibrium reached. Ultimately, males should have a dispersal strategy that takes their local sex ratio and kin structure into account. The probability of dispersal, mutation and the offspring sex ratio are all drawn from binomial distributions. Data gathered for analysis included the probability of dispersal for each gene (averaged for all the individuals in the last generation). The complete genotype for each of the individuals in the last generation is also recorded to ensure each gene reached a single optimum (i.e. at each gene only one allele was found throughout the population). In addition, a graph displaying the average value for each gene at every generation is also saved from which stability of the strategies can be evaluated. All gene values stabilised long before data was recorded from the simulation.
Initialization Input
The simulation input values are given in Table 1 . The following variables were kept constant for all the simulations: The initial probability of dispersal (0), number of possible alleles per simulation (101), mutation rate (0.0005). During all the simulations the number of reproducing females (1000) was kept constant, irrespective of the population size or number of foundresses per patch. Each set of variables in Table 1 was simulated 10 times.
Sub models
Mutation rate: The mutational model was a combination of stepwise and jumping mutations. Once an allele was selected to undergo a mutation there was an 80% chance of the allele to step to either of the adjacent alleles and a 20% chance for it to step to any of the other 101 possible alleles.
Dispersal cost: Each male that dispersed had a probability of being excluded from the mating population given by the dispersal cost. All the settling costs and transit costs are subsumed in the single dispersal cost parameter.
Mating: During mating only one of the parents, chosen at random, transferred an allele to the new offspring. This donating parent was selected separately for each of the genes enabling normal Mendelian inheritance for unlinked genes. This haploid sexual model is similar to that seen in fungi for instance, and normally gives the same answer as in diploid models, without any complications of dominance. For haplodiploid organisms the relatedness between brothers, given a fixed amount of sibmating, is slightly lower than for diploids and haploids. This difference is small with a maximum of 0.1 (JMG unpublished calculations), and we can expect slightly less dispersal in haplodiploid organisms than we observe here.
Response intervals: For simulations where individuals had more than one gene (experiment 1) a response interval for each gene was calculated. These intervals were chosen so that the area under the binomial expectation roughly divided into equal parts (as many parts as there were genes). As a result each gene will be expressed with equal frequency and will be under equal selection strength. A specific gene will thus be "switched on" if the observed sex ratio is within the interval. The gene specifies the probability of dispersal for the individual.
(Note that the intervals were not assigned from the median of the distribution but started from 0.
This skewed the intervals but ensured that the area of each interval were exactly the same size).
By dividing the potential sex ratio environment up into sectors under the control of separate genes we allowed genes to develop independently.
In Silico experiments
Experiment 1 (binomial sex ratios)
Variation in the sex ratio between the patches was caused by enabling the foundress females to produce binomial sex ratios with an average of 0.25 males. Male dispersal could therefore evolve to respond to a range of sex ratios. Five genes, each responding to a different sex ratio range, were optimised per simulation (see above for response interval). To change the number of foundress females per patch the number of reproducing females was kept constant while the number of available patches was reduced. To test the effect of kin selection, simulations were carried out for 1, 2 and 3 foundress females (see Table 1 for full parameter set).
Experiment 2 (exact sex ratios)
To show that dispersal is not affected by the sex ratio when all the females in the population produce the same sex ratio, exact sex ratios were simulated. In each simulation all the foundress females produced the same sex ratio (the expected sex ratio) and no variation between patches was produced. We therefore had only one dispersal gene that was optimised per simulation. Sex ratios were however different between simulations (Table 1) . Three sets of simulations were performed where the sex ratio was different but the number of males per patch were kept constant (5, 10 and 15 males respectively, Table 1 ). The sex ratio within each set was therefore changed by keeping the number of sons constant and increasing the clutch size with extra daughters (see Table 1 for full parameter set).
Experiment 3 (variable cost to dispersal)
To reconfirm the effects of the cost of dispersal as obtained in analytical models we did a third experiment where the cost of dispersal was varied for one and two foundress patches under constant sex ratios ( Table 1 ). Note that we expected dispersal to be lower than model predictions as genes are here expressed in sons rather than mothers.
Statistics
All statistics on the generated data were performed in R version 2.11.0 (R Development Core Team, 2010). For each simulation we recorded the average allele value (i.e. the probability of dispersal) from all the individuals at the final generation for each of the sex ratio ranges. Most genes had only one, or a few similar alleles (e.g. 0.53 and 0.54), fixed throughout the population. The average would therefore reflect the common dispersal strategy. The differences between the simulations with the same parameters are due to the interaction of the genes on each other. This is expected, as there may be a range of evolutionary stable strategies when multiple genes respond to a given variable. To test if there was a significant response and to summarise our data for posterity, we used linear modelling as follows:
In experiment 1, dispersal was modelled with the following linear model: dispersal f oundress + sexratio + sexratio 2 + foundresssexratio + foundresssexratio 2 ; where foundress was a factor depicting the number of foundresses in a patch. All the higher order terms were tested for significance (see Table 2 ). For each of the 5 genes we used the weighted midpoint of the gene range, with weighting equal to the frequency of each class, (from the binomial distribution) as the explanatory variable.
The following linear model was used to model the data from experiment 2: dispersal s exratio + males + sexratio 2 + males 2 ; where males indicated the number of males in the patch (Table 1) . The model was reduced to the minimum adequate model by removing non-significant terms, starting with the higher order terms (Table 2) .
Two separate linear models were fitted to single and two foundress patches of experiment 3; the former was dispersal ~ cost +cost 2 and in the latter: dispersal ~ cost +cost 2 + cost 3 .
Note that although the dependent variable is a ratio the data is not number of successes out of a certain number of trials. The proportion from different runs is thus not binomially distributed but a number of theoretical optimums with no specified number of trials. Therefore, it does not make sense to use a generalised linear model with binomial errors. Second, the curvature in the final models is sufficient to prevent negative proportions or proportions larger than one over the studied predictor variable range. Errors were always confirmed to be normally distributed.
Results
When we included variation in our simulation, we found that males disperse more frequently away from patches with higher sex ratios ( Figure 2 , Table 2 ). The interaction between sex ratio 2 and sex ratio and the number of foundresses was significant ( Figure 2 , Table   2 ), giving the following model (rows represent the estimates for 1, 2 and 3 foundress simulations respectively): It was also apparent that dispersal increased when the relatedness of the males in a patch was higher, as males from single foundress patches dispersed more readily than males from two foundress patches, followed by males from three foundress patches (Figure 2 ).
When the sex ratio variation between the patches was removed (experiment 2), we found that sex ratio had no effect on the tendency to disperse (Table 2 As expected dispersal decreased as the cost of dispersal increased and did so faster for two foundress patches ( Figure 3 , Table 2 ). Dispersal determined by genes in sons led to lower levels of dispersal than genes expressed in mothers (Figure 3 ).
Discussion
Our simulations in experiment 1 clearly show that dispersal can evolve to be dependent on the sex ratio. This result is supported by field observations. Moore et al. (2006) showed that pollinator males had higher dispersal rates when fewer females were available in a patch.
Similarly, Lawrence (1987) observed a significant increase in dispersal flights of male milkweed beetles as the sex ratio became less female biased. Since the sex ratio of a patch affects the quality of that patch from the view of a given male, this finding is in effect similar to those models showing migration away from weaker patches (Hamilton and May, 1977; Motro, 1982; Frank, 1986; Taylor, 1988; Clobert et al., 2001 ).
The finding that dispersal increases as foundress number decreases (experiment 1 and 3) can be explained by the fact that competing males are more related and their inclusive fitness would benefit more from male dispersal (Frank, 1986; Gandon, 1999) .
Our second set of simulations show that when sex ratios are precise, the level of dispersal that evolve in different simulations, is independent of the sex ratio. This observation stems from the fact that under invariable sex ratios male dispersal cannot improve the sex ratio environment as in our variable sex ratio experiment. These simulations confirm that sex ratio variance is crucial to obtain sex ratio dependant dispersal.
For binomial sex ratio variance our model shows that the difference in the rate of dispersal between the two extreme sex ratio patches can be almost 0.3. This difference is large enough to be biologically significant and should be experimentally detectable.
When females produce more precise sex ratios the variation in patch quality will decrease and the variation in dispersal will become, in the extreme, independent of the sex ratio. On the other hand, in species where there is male dispersal, the fitness penalty of sex ratio variation will be reduced and sex ratios may become less precise (Greeff, 2002) . This suggestion is supported by observations that pollinating fig wasps with dispersal have higher variance in their sex ratios (Greeff, 2002; Nelson and Greeff, 2009) .
It is tempting to think that with these elements in place, it may be possible that sex ratio variance can fuel a cycle of coevolutionary events where dispersal leads to higher and more variable sex ratios, which leads to more dispersal and which ultimately results in the demise of the local mating pattern. However, this is unlikely for several reasons. 1) Variable sex ratios do not lead to higher dispersal rates, just more variable dispersal rates.
2) The male optimal dispersal rate is lower than that of the mother's. For instance, Wild and Taylor's (2004) model which looks at the optimal dispersal rate for genes expressed in the mother can be simplified to our conditions giving an optimal dispersal rate of 0.833 for patches with a single mother (where male dispersal = (C-1/N)/(C 2 -1/N), with the cost (C = 0.2) and the number of mothers (N = 1)).
Comparing this value to the observed dispersal of 0.583 for 15 males in experiment 2 (Figure 3) , it is easy to see that males do not disperse as frequently as that which would optimize their mothers' fitness. Therefore, dispersal by sons will not be sufficient to reduce LMC to a level that is optimal for the mother and she will still keep the number of sons produced low (Nelson and Greeff, 2009 ). Hamilton (1967) pointed out that for single mother patches his model predicts a sex ratio of zero, but in reality the mother should produce just enough sons to fertilize all her daughters.
We show that the dispersal rate decreases sharply as the number of males goes below 10 and part of the reason is that females will remain unmated if all males disperse. For instance, with a dispersal rate of 0.83 and 3 males in total, almost 60% of patches will loose all their males, and almost 10% of these will not receive any immigrant males leading to unmated females.
This result depends on our model assumption that males act independently of each other.
It is conceivable that males will only leave if there are a given number of other males, and then the load of unmated females will not be as high. However, since staying is invariably better than dispersing, it is unclear how such a rule of thumb would select the males that are "doomed" to disperse.
Analytical models are normally preferred over simulation models as they can be more transparent. However, when trait variation is taken into account analytical models can easily become unwieldy. This contention is supported by the near absence of analytical models considering trait variation in the fields of sex allocation and dispersal where the literature is replete with models (but see Green et al., 1982; Griffirths and Godfray 1988; Nagelkerke, 1996 16 for excellent examples). Simulation models can be simpler to implement when variation is considered and through the use of in silico experiments the causative factors can be identified and expected effect sizes can be determined to guide empirical work. 
